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Abstract

It is shown that processes of O(aGp) in which the photon

interacts Indirectly wltn the thermal neutrino background dominate

electric screening at low tenperature. The photon electric mass still

comes out to be much smaller than the present experimental limit.
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In finite temperature quantum electrodynamics1 electric fields are

screened due to the Interaction of the photon with the thermal back-

ground of charged particles. This effect can be described In terms of a

temperature-dependent electric nass2 for the photon. At low tempera-

tures (T « m, where m Is the mass of the charged particle to which the

photon couples) the photon mass Is 0(e~"'2T) which even for • equal to

the electron mass Is extremely snail at room temperature and below.

This Is the basis for the conclusion that finite temperature effects

play no role In photon mass measurements.3

Can the above conclusion be upset by higher-order processes which

Involve massless particles?1* In this note It Is shown that, If neu-

trinos are maasless, processes of O(aGp) In which the photon Interacts

Indirectly with the theraal neutrino background are not exponentially

suppressed and dominate electric screening at low temperature. However,

the photon electric mass still comes out to be many orders of magnitude

smaller than the present experimental bound.

The photon aass is determined from the value of the polarization

tensor npv(u),^) in the limit i^o, $+0. In fact It is only

necessary to calculate n00. In quantum electrodynamics there is no

screening of magnetic fields1 due to the transverse nature of HJJ

implied by gauge invarlance. We note also that the renormallzatlon done

at zero temperature is sufficient to remove the infinities from the

finite temperature theory.6 No divergences arise in the contributions

to TI00 calculated in this paper.

The lowest order contribution to the photon polarization tensor Is

shown in Fig. la. The temperature dependent part is 0(e""' ) for T « m

where m Is the mass of the charged particle in the loop.7 Contributions
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higher order In a (eg. the 0(a2) diagrams of Fig. lb.c.d) can be decom-

posed Into a teaperature-lndependent part and temperature-dependent

terns which will contain either a factor n̂ Ck.) » (ek'T-l)~', the statis-

tical factor for photons, a factor nf(k) - (e™^'
11 ^ l ) " 1 , the Bta-

tlstlcal factor for the charged feralon or a product of ny and nf inside

the aomentua Integrals*8 The terms which contain an nf will be sup-

pressed by e~"' . Consider the terms which contain only n^. These

can be combined Into the fora

/d3k n7(k) g
Xo AX0MV(jt,?) (1)

where *Xouv i s tne f° r w a r d photon-photon scattering amplitude. These

terms have no exponential suppression and at first sight one might ex-

pect thea to dominate electric screening at low temperature. This Is

not the case. In the Halt 5*° these terms vanish.9 The reason Is

that the only gauge invariant photon-photon scattering amplitude that

can be constructed vanishes as any of the photon moaenta go to zero.10 A

similar argument would eliminate teras with more than one factor of nY

but no factors of nf. Thus the only temperature-dependent terms of

higher order In a which survive all have an exponential suppression the

same as Fig. la.

The O(aGp) contributions to the polarization tensor are shown in

Fig. 2. These are calculated In the standard Uelnberg-Salam model1'

assuming that the neutrinos are aassless. The calculations are carried

out in the Feynaan gauge so that diagraas with the scalar would-be

Goldstone bosons have to be included. The terms of interest are those

which have the fora

/d3p no(p) BMtf(p,q) (2)

where no(p) - (e
p'T+l)~1 is the statistical factor for massless



neutrinos and B ĴvJ(p,q) is the photon-neutrino scattering amplitude. All

other temperature-dependent terms from the diagrams of fig. 2 will be

exponentially suppressed. In contrast to the photon-photon amplitude

Ai0MV(ic,q) which appears in (1), the aaplitude Byv(p,q) is not required

by gauge invariance to vanish as q"+o. The contributions of the forn

(2) to * 0 0 are straightforward to calculate in the q*+o Halt and

the resulting photon electric mass is given by

y 30 /z M2, l v
where

I(Z)

with

-J

(5a)

and

(5b)

For m « H,,

Numerical values for the photon electric mass are given In Table 1.

These are calculated for 1.9* K corresponding to the temperature of the

neutrinos left over from the big bang.12 All known lepton families give

my many orders of magnitude smaller than the present experimental bound

obtained from screening of electric fields.13 Fig. 3 shows my as a

function of the charged lepton mass at the same temperature. The maxi-

mum value of my le still several orders of magnitude below the experi-

mental limit.

At low temperature the processes shown In Fig. 2 dominate the

screening of electric fields. As T Increases, however, the 0(o) diagram
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of Fig* la becoaes important. For B{ < T the one-loo)> contribution to

my is given by

The R.H.S. of (7) increases very rapidly with temperature and the 0(a)

and O(aGp) teras becoae comparable when the teaperature reaches about

5.5><107* K - 5.5 keV.

The calculations done here assumed aassless neutrinos. In fact

present theoretical expectations11* based on grand unified theories are

that neutrinos have aasses which, depending on particular choice of

aodel and lepton faally, could be in the 10~6 eV to 10 eV range. A

neutrino Bass at the lower end of this range would not change the nua-

bers calculated here but for aasses in the upper range there would be

considerable additional exponential suppression. In any case the aech-

anisa suggested here would still be the doalnant one for screening of

electric fields at low teaperature.

To suaaarize, it is shown that at temperatures much saaller than

the electron aass the screening of electric fields is dominated by the

interaction of the photon with the thermal neutrino background. At the

present neutrino teaperature of the universe 1.9* K is still expected to

be aany orders of aagnltude saaller than the experimental bound.

It Is a pleasure to thank David H. Boal for helpful discussions and

for raising the question of higher order QED effects. This work is

supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research

Council of Canada.
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Table I. Finite temperature photon aass

corresponding to the known lepton families.

The experimental limit Is from Williams et

al. 1 3

m£(MeV) mY(eV)

e 0.511 2.8 x 10" 2 6

V 105.7 5.7 x icr214

T 1784.2 9.5 x 1O"23

experimental bound <9 x 10"IS
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. (a) 0(a) contribution to the photon polarization tensor.

(b,c,d) 0(a2) contributions to the photon polarization ten-

sor. Counterterms needed for renoraallzatlon are not shown.

Fig. 2. O(aCF) contributions to the photon polarization tensor.

Counterterms needed for renormallzatlon are not shown.

Fig. 3. Photon naes as a function of charged lepton aass at a

neutrino temperature of 1.9* K.
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